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Anthony William, the one and only Medical Medium, has helped tens of
thousands of people heal from ailments that have been misdiagnosed or
ineffectively treated or that doctors can’t resolve. He’s done this by listening to a
divine voice that literally speaks into his ear, telling him what lies at the root of
people’s pain or illness and what they need to do to restore their health. His
methods achieve spectacular results, even for those who have spent years and
many thousands of dollars on all forms of medicine before turning to him. Now,
in this revolutionary book, he opens the door to all he has learned in over 25
years of bringing people’s lives back: a massive amount of healing information,
much of which science won’t discover for decades, and most of which has never
appeared anywhere before.

Medical Medium reveals the root causes of diseases and conditions that medical
communities either misunderstand or struggle to understand at all. It explores all-
natural solutions for dozens of the illnesses that plague us, including Lyme
disease, fibromyalgia, adrenal fatigue, chronic fatigue syndrome, hormonal
imbalances, Hashimoto’s disease, multiple sclerosis, depression, neurological
conditions, chronic inflammation, autoimmune disease, blood sugar imbalances,
colitis and other digestive disorders, and more. It also offers solutions for
restoring the soul and spirit after illness has torn at our emotional fabric. Whether
you’ve been given a diagnosis you don’t understand, or you have symptoms you
don’t know how to name, or someone you love is sick, or you want to care for
your own patients better, Medical Medium offers the answers you need. It’s also
a guidebook for everyone seeking the secrets to living longer, healthier lives.

“The truth about the world, ourselves, life, purpose—it all comes down to
healing,” Anthony William writes. “And the truth about healing is now in your
hands.”
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Anthony William, the one and only Medical Medium, has helped tens of thousands of people heal from
ailments that have been misdiagnosed or ineffectively treated or that doctors can’t resolve. He’s done this by
listening to a divine voice that literally speaks into his ear, telling him what lies at the root of people’s pain
or illness and what they need to do to restore their health. His methods achieve spectacular results, even for
those who have spent years and many thousands of dollars on all forms of medicine before turning to him.
Now, in this revolutionary book, he opens the door to all he has learned in over 25 years of bringing people’s
lives back: a massive amount of healing information, much of which science won’t discover for decades, and
most of which has never appeared anywhere before.

Medical Medium reveals the root causes of diseases and conditions that medical communities either
misunderstand or struggle to understand at all. It explores all-natural solutions for dozens of the illnesses that
plague us, including Lyme disease, fibromyalgia, adrenal fatigue, chronic fatigue syndrome, hormonal
imbalances, Hashimoto’s disease, multiple sclerosis, depression, neurological conditions, chronic
inflammation, autoimmune disease, blood sugar imbalances, colitis and other digestive disorders, and more.
It also offers solutions for restoring the soul and spirit after illness has torn at our emotional fabric. Whether
you’ve been given a diagnosis you don’t understand, or you have symptoms you don’t know how to name, or
someone you love is sick, or you want to care for your own patients better, Medical Medium offers the
answers you need. It’s also a guidebook for everyone seeking the secrets to living longer, healthier lives.

“The truth about the world, ourselves, life, purpose—it all comes down to healing,” Anthony William writes.
“And the truth about healing is now in your hands.”
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Editorial Review

Review

“Within the first three minutes of speaking with me, Anthony precisely identified my medical issue! This
healer really knows what he’s talking about. Anthony’s abilities as the Medical Medium are unique and
fascinating, and his book makes complex diseases that confuse even many doctors easy to understand and
address. Highly recommended.”

— Alejandro Junger, M.D., New York Times best-selling author of Clean and Clean Eats, and founder of
the immensely popular Clean Program

“Anthony William is the Edgar Cayce of our time, reading the body with outstanding precision and insight.
Anthony identifies the underlying causes of diseases that often baffle the most astute conventional and
alternative health-care practitioners. Anthony’s practical and profound medical advice makes him one of the
most powerfully effective healers of the 21st century.”

— Ann Louise Gittleman, New York Times best-selling author of 30 books on health and healing and
creator of the highly popular Fat Flush detox and diet plan

“Anthony William’s God-given gift for healing is nothing short of miraculous. This landmark book sharing
Anthony’s immense knowledge of how to prevent and combat disease will impact the medical community for
decades. Don’t wait until this information trickles its way into the mainstream in 5-15 years. Buy this book
and start getting healthier right now.”

— David James Elliot, Scorpion, Trumbo, Mad Men, and CSI:NY; star for ten years of CBS’s JAG

“Anthony is a seer and a wellness sage. His gift is remarkable. With his guidance I’ve been able to pinpoint
and address a health issue that’s been plaguing me for years.”

— Kris Carr, New York Times best-selling author of four health books, including Crazy Sexy Diet and
Crazy Sexy Kitchen

“Anthony is not only a warm, compassionate healer, he is also authentic and accurate, with God-given
skills. He has been a total blessing in my life.”

— Naomi Campbell, model, actress, activist

“A mesmerizing read, this book provides an entirely fresh perspective on stubborn, seemingly undiagnosable
health issues that is mind-blowing. My family and friends have been the recipients of Anthony’s inspired gift
of healing, and we’ve benefited more than I can express with rejuvenated physical and mental health.”

— Scott Bakula, star of NCIS: New Orleans, Quantum Leap, and Star Trek: Enterprise

“Whenever Anthony William recommends a natural way of improving your health, it works. I’ve seen this
with my daughter, and the improvement was impressive. His approach of using natural ingredients is a more
effective way of healing.”



— Martin D. Shafiroff, Managing Director of Barclays Capital; rated #1 Broker in America by
WealthManagement.com and #1 Wealth Advisor by Barron’s

“Any quantum physicist will tell you there are things at play in the universe we can’t yet understand. I truly
believe Anthony has a handle on them. He has an amazing gift for intuitively tapping into the most effective
methods for healing. And his story in this book is fascinating in the best way possible—he makes you see the
world and your health in a new light.”

— Caroline Leavitt, New York Times best-selling author of ten books, including Is This Tomorrow

“As a Hollywood businesswoman, I know value. Some of Anthony’s clients spent over $1 million seeking
help for their ‘mystery illness’ until they finally discovered him. With this book, you can access Anthony’s
secrets for less than the cost of a single doctor’s visit. The keys to your health that this book provides aren’t
merely a great value; they’re priceless.”

— Nanci Chambers, co-star of JAG; Hollywood producer and entrepreneur

“I rely on Anthony William for my and my family’s health. Even when doctors are stumped, Anthony always
knows what the problem is and the pathway for healing. In this clear, friendly, and compassionate book,
Anthony provides the solutions to many of the deeply confounding health challenges of our time.”

— Chelsea Field, co-star of The Last Boy Scout and Andre

“Anthony William’s invaluable advice on preventing and combating disease is years ahead of what’s
available anywhere else. This book is a game-changer that will improve the quality of countless lives.
Absolutely everyone should read it.”

—Richard Sollazzo, M.D., New York board-certified oncologist, hematologist, nutritionist, and anti-aging
expert and author of Balance Your Health

“As a pediatrician, I’ve found Anthony William’s unique insights into women’s health, prenatal care, and
children’s health beyond useful. For the sake of both yourself and your kids, keep this groundbreaking book
in your home and within ready reach.”

— Diana Lopusny, M.D., F.A.A.P., owner of Preferred Pediatrics, Connecticut

“The first chapter of this book will blow your mind. What follows will show you with surgical precision how
to heal your body. This revolutionary and comprehensive book is the most useful health manual you can
buy.”

— Aleksandra Phillips, M.D., psychiatrist, Rhode Island and Louisiana

“Anthony William pinpoints what your medical condition is with incredible accuracy and then tells you
exactly how to fix it. He will turn your life around.”

— Dick Shepard, D.C., holistic doctor, Seattle

From the Back Cover

Healing wisdom that’s decades ahead of its time
 



If you were ill and doctors couldn’t help you, would you have 20 years to wait before medical science
discovered the true cause of your suffering and the way to get better? What would it be worth if someone
could help you recover and heal—right now?
 
Anthony William, the one and only Medical Medium, shares revolutionary insight—much of which science
has yet to discover—into the reasons we suffer and how to finally heal from more than two dozen common
conditions:
·         ADHD
·         Adrenal fatigue
·         Autism
·         Autoimmune disease
·         Candida
·         Chronic fatigue syndrome
·         Depression and anxiety
·         Diabetes
·         Digestive disorders
·         Epstein-Barr virus
·         Fibromyalgia
·         Leaky gut syndrome
·         Lupus
·         Lyme disease
·         Menopausal symptoms
·         Migraines
·         Multiple sclerosis
·         PTSD
·         Rheumatoid arthritis
·         Thyroid disorders
·         Vertigo and tinnitus
·         And more
 
“Within the first three minutes of speaking with me, Anthony precisely identified my medical issue! This
healer really knows what he’s talking about. Anthony’s abilities as the Medical Medium are unique and
fascinating, and his book makes complex diseases that confuse even many doctors easy to understand and
address.”
— Alejandro Junger, M.D., New York Times best-selling author of Clean and Clean Eats and founder of the
immensely popular Clean Program

About the Author

Anthony William was born with the unique ability to converse with a high-level spirit who provides him
with extraordinarily accurate health information that’s often far ahead of its time. Since age four, when he
shocked his family by announcing that his symptom-free grandmother had lung cancer (which medical
testing soon confirmed), Anthony has been using his gift to “read” people’s conditions and tell them how to
recover their health. His unprecedented accuracy and success rate as the Medical Medium have earned him
the trust and love of thousands worldwide, among them movie stars, rock stars, billionaires, professional
athletes, best-selling authors, and countless other people from all walks of life who couldn’t find a way to
heal until he provided them with insights from Spirit. Anthony has also become an invaluable resource to
doctors who need help solving their most difficult cases.
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Users Review

From reader reviews:

Darlene Trevino:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also be a life style. This reading addiction give
you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge the particular information inside
the book that will improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on what kind of book
you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want feel
happy read one having theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The actual Medical Medium:
Secrets Behind Chronic and Mystery Illness and How to Finally Heal is kind of publication which is giving
the reader erratic experience.

Leticia Nielson:

This book untitled Medical Medium: Secrets Behind Chronic and Mystery Illness and How to Finally Heal
to be one of several books that best seller in this year, this is because when you read this reserve you can get
a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this particular book in the book retail outlet or you can order it
by means of online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It makes you easier to read this book,
because you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason to you personally to past
this e-book from your list.

Francis King:

The book untitled Medical Medium: Secrets Behind Chronic and Mystery Illness and How to Finally Heal
contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains her idea with easy technique. The language is very
easy to understand all the people, so do definitely not worry, you can easy to read that. The book was
compiled by famous author. The author provides you in the new period of literary works. It is possible to
read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or device, so you can read the book within
anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their official web-site and order it.
Have a nice go through.

Elaine West:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book ended up being rare?
Why so many issue for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes
studying, not only science book but also novel and Medical Medium: Secrets Behind Chronic and Mystery
Illness and How to Finally Heal or perhaps others sources were given knowledge for you. After you know
how the truly amazing a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science book was created for teacher
or maybe students especially. Those ebooks are helping them to include their knowledge. In various other
case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Medical Medium: Secrets Behind Chronic and Mystery
Illness and How to Finally Heal to make your spare time more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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